Janet Fletcher  
18 Highview Lane  
Santa Fe, NM 87508-8082  

Re: 14-57  

Applications of Comcast Corporation and Time Warner Cable Inc. for Consent to Assign or Transfer Control of Licenses and Applications  

I would like to comment on the above noted.  

This merger would further limit and control the programming and news coverage available to the American public. The airways are **publicly** owned, that means us. These corporations are using our property to promote their financial success at the expense of what is made available to us.  

There is an illegality there although nobody seems willing to look for it.  

I do not want to live in a country whose propaganda apparatus exceeds that of the remainder of the world. I do not want to be offered 1 of 1 point of view particularly that of the corporate entity. I do not want my kids subjected to brainwashing.  

Offering limited points of view is brainwashing. Is this country not far enough behind in every area yet? Is there a money trail? Just asking.